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The overview of our proposed inpainting scheme. The masked image is first mapped into the convolutional feature space

and processed by a shared Feature Reasoning module recurrently. After the feature map is fully recovered, the generated

feature maps are merged together (Omitted in this figure) and the merged feature is translated back to a RGB image.

Abstract

Existing inpainting methods have achieved promising

performance for recovering regular or small image defects.

However, filling in large continuous holes remains difficult

due to the lack of constraints for the hole center. In this pa-

per, we devise a Recurrent Feature Reasoning (RFR) net-

work which is mainly constructed by a plug-and-play Re-

current Feature Reasoning module and a Knowledge Con-

sistent Attention (KCA) module. Analogous to how humans

solve puzzles (i.e., first solve the easier parts and then use

the results as additional information to solve difficult parts),

the RFR module recurrently infers the hole boundaries of

the convolutional feature maps and then uses them as clues

for further inference. The module progressively strengthens

the constraints for the hole center and the results become

explicit. To capture information from distant places in the

feature map for RFR, we further develop KCA and incorpo-

rate it in RFR. Empirically, we first compare the proposed

RFR-Net with existing backbones, demonstrating that RFR-

∗Corresponding Author

Net is more efficient (e.g., a 4% SSIM improvement for the

same model size). We then place the network in the context

of the current state-of-the-art, where it exhibits improved

performance. The corresponding source code is avail-

able at: https://github.com/jingyuanli001/

RFR-Inpainting

1. Introduction

Image inpainting aims to recover the missing regions

of damaged images with realistic contents. These algo-

rithms have a wide range of applications in photo editing,

de-captioning and other scenarios where people might want

to remove unwanted objects from their photos [23, 22, 1, 4].

A successfully inpainted image should exhibit coherence in

both structure and texture between the estimated pixels and

the background [27, 17].

Recently, deep convolutional networks have been used to

solve the inpainting problem. Most state-of-the-art (SOTA)

methods [29, 17, 25, 30] exploit an encoder-decoder archi-

tecture and assume that the damaged image, once encoded,
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Mask Image One-Shot Fill RFR-Net

Figure 1. Illustration of semantic ambiguity that existing one-shot

inpainting methods suffer from. Due to the lack of explicit con-

straints on the hole center, it is challenging for a network to di-

rectly inpaint on the hole center. The results of One-Shot Fill are

taken from the state-of-the-art method [11].

should have adequate information for reconstruction and

then inpaint in one shot. This assumption is reasonable for

small or narrow defects, because pixels within local areas

can have strong correlations and a pixel can therefore be

inferred from its surroundings. However, as the damaged

areas become larger and the distances between known and

unknown pixels increase, these correlations are weakened

and the constraints for the hole center loosen. Under such

circumstances, the information in the known area is not in-

formative for recovering the pixels at the center of the hole

and the networks generate semantically ambiguous results

(see Fig 1). An alternative scheme is to inpaint in a progres-

sive fashion from the hole boundary to the center [31, 9].

However, these methods do not use recurrent designs and

render redundant models. Also, because progressive in-

painting is performed at the image level, the computational

cost makes these methods less practical. Further, their in-

painting schemes are only feasible in one-stage methods

but unsuitable for multi-stage methods whose sub-networks

cannot meet the design requirement that inputs and outputs

are represented in the same space (e.g., RGB space). Fi-

nally, the process of mapping the feature map back to the

RGB space occurs in each iteration, which results in infor-

mation distortion in every recurrence (e.g., transforming a

128×128×64 feature map into a 256×256×3 RGB image).

As a result, they either underperform or have an unaccept-

ably high computational cost.

In this paper, we propose a new deep image inpainting

architecture called the Recurrent Feature Reasoning Net-

work (RFR-Net). Specifically, we devise a plug-and-play

Recurrent Feature Reasoning (RFR) module to recurrently

infer and gather the hole boundary for the encoded feature

map. In this way, the constraints determining the internal

contents are progressively strengthened and the model can

produce semantically explicit results. Unlike existing pro-

gressive methods, the RFR module performs this progres-

sive process in the feature map space, which not only en-

sures superior performance but also addresses the limita-

tion that the inputs and outputs of the network need to be

represented in the same space. The recurrent design reuses

the parameters to deliver a much lighter model. Also, the

computational cost can be flexibly controlled by moving

the module up and down in the network. This is essential

for building high-resolution inpainting networks, because

avoiding the computation of the first and last few layers can

eliminate most of the computational burden.

To further reinforce RFR’s potential for recovering high-

quality feature maps, attention modules [29] are necessary.

However, directly applying existing attention designs in the

RFR is suboptimal, because they fail to consider the con-

sistency requirements between feature maps in different re-

currences. This could lead to blurred texture in recovered

area. To overcome this problem, we devise a Knowledge

Consistent Attention (KCA) mechanism, which shares the

attention scores between recurrences and adaptively com-

bines them to guide a patch-swap process. Assisted by the

KCA, the level of consistency is enhanced and the model’s

performance improves.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose a Recurrent Feature Reasoning (RFR)

module, which exploits the correlation between ad-

jacent pixels and strengthens the constraints for esti-

mating deeper pixels. The RFR module not only sig-

nificantly enhances network performance but also by-

passes several limitations of progressive methods.

• We develop a Knowledge Consistent Attention (KCA)

module which adaptively combines the scores from

different recurrences and ensures consistency between

patch-swapping processes among recurrences, leading

to better results with exquisite details.

• The new modules are assembled and form a novel RFR

network. We analyze our model in terms of both ef-

ficiency and performance and demonstrate RFR’s su-

periority to several state-of-the-art methods in bench-

mark datasets.

2. Related Works

In this section, we summarize some previous work re-

lated to our method.

Image Inpainting Traditionally, inpainting algorithms at-

tempt to find patches from the background area to inpaint

the hole [1, 2, 3, 5, 12, 23, 7]. Although these traditional

methods are very good for simple cases, they cannot inpaint

on complex scenes due to a lack of semantic understanding

of the image.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the Recurrent Feature Reasoning module. The area identification process and the feature reasoning process are

performed continuously. After several times of reasoning, the feature maps are merged in an adaptive fashion and an output feature map of

a fixed channel numbers are generated. The module is Plug-In-and-Play and can be placed in any layer of an existing network.

To semantically inpaint damaged images, deep convolu-

tional networks[28], especially generative adversarial net-

works (GANs) [8], have recently been used. Context-

Encoder [19] first employed a conditional GAN [16] for

image inpainting and demonstrated the potential of CNNs

for inpainting tasks. Iizuka et al. [10] introduced an ex-

tra discriminator to ensure local image coherency and used

Poisson blending [20] to refine the image, which rendered

more detailed and sharper results. Yan et al. [27] and Yu

et al. [29] devised feature shift and contextual attention op-

erations, respectively, to allow the model to borrow feature

patches from distant areas of the image. Liu et al. [13] and

Yu et al. [30] devised special convolutional layers to enable

the network to inpaint on irregularly masked images. These

methods fail to address the semantic ambiguity as they try

to recover the whole target with inadequate constraints.

Progressive Inpainting Progressive image inpainting has

recently been investigated. Xiong et al. [26] and Nazeri

et al. [17] filled images with contour/edge completion and

image completion in a step-wise manner to ensure struc-

tural consistency. Li et al. [11] added progressively recon-

structed boundary maps as extra training targets to assist

the inpainting process of a U-Net. These approaches at-

tempted to solve inpainting tasks by adding structural con-

straints, but they still suffer from the lack of information for

restoring deeper pixels in holes for their backbone. Zhang

et al. [31] used cascaded generators to progressively fill in

the image. Guo et al. [9] directly inpainted on the original

size images with a single stage feed-forward network. Oh et

al. [18] used an onion-peel scheme to progressively inpaint

on video data using content from reference frames, allowing

accurate content borrowing. However, these methods gener-

ally suffered from the limitations of progressive inpainting

described in the introduction.

Attentive Inpainting Image inpainting models can adopt

an attention mechanism to borrow features from the back-

ground. Yu et al. [29] exploited textural similarities within

the same image to fill defects with more realistic textures

from the background area. Wang et al. [24] devised a

multi-scale attention module to enhance the precision of the

patch-swapping process. Liu et al. [14] used a coherent se-

mantic attention layer to ensure semantic relevance between

swapped features. Xie et al. [25] devised a bidirectional at-

tention map estimating module for feature re-normalization

and mask-updating during feature generation. Although

these methods have delivered considerable improvements,

they remain suboptimal for a recurrent architecture as they

do not take relationships between the feature maps from dif-

ferent recurrences into consideration.

3. Method

In this section, we first introduce the RFR module, which

forms the main body of RFR-Net. Then we introduce the

KCA scheme, which exploit the recurrent network design.

Finally, the overall architecture and corresponding target

functions are introduced.

3.1. Recurrent Feature Reasoning Module

The RFR module is a plug-and-play module with a re-

current inference design that can be installed in any part of

an existing network. The RFR module can be decomposed

into three parts: 1) an area identification module, which is

used to identify the area to be inferred in this recurrence;

2) a feature reasoning module, which aims to infer the con-

tent in the identified area; and 3) a feature merging oper-

ator, which merges the intermediate feature maps. Inside

the module, the area identification module and the feature

reasoning module work alternately and recurrently. After

the holes are filled, all the feature maps generated during

inference are merged to produce a feature map with fixed

channel numbers. We elaborate these processes below. The
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model pipeline of our module is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1.1 Area Identification

Partial convolution [13] is a basic module used to identify

the area to be updated in each recurrence. The partial con-

volutional layer updates the mask and re-normalizes the fea-

ture map after the convolution calculation. More formally,

the partial convolution layer can be described as follows.

Let F ∗ denote the feature map generated by the partial con-

volution layer. f∗
x,y,z denotes the feature value at location

x, y in the zth channel. Wz is the zth convolution kernel

in the layer. fx,y and mx,y are the input feature patch and

input mask patch (whose size is the same as the convolu-

tional kernel) centered at location x, y, respectively. Then,

the feature map computed by the partial convolution layer

can be represented by:

f∗
x,y,z =

{

WT
z (fx,y ⊙mx,y

sum(1)
sum(mx,y)

) + b, if sum(mx,y) != 0

0, else

(1)

Similarly, the new mask value at location i, j generated by

the layer can be expressed as:

m∗
x,y =

{
1, if sum(mx,y) != 0

0, else
(2)

Given the equations above, we are able to receive new

masks whose holes are smaller after each partial convolu-

tional layer.

For area identification in the RFR module, we cascade

several partial convolutional layers together to update the

mask and feature map. After passing though the partial

convolutional layers, the feature maps are processed by a

normalization layer and an activation function before being

sent to the feature reasoning modules. We define the dif-

ference between the updated masks and the input masks as

the areas to be inferred in this recurrence. The holes in the

updated mask are preserved throughout this recurrence until

being further shrunk in the next recurrence.

3.1.2 Feature Reasoning

With the area to be processed identified, the feature values

in the area are estimated by the feature reasoning module.

The goal of the feature reasoning module is to fill in the

identified area with as high-quality feature values as possi-

ble. The high-quality features not only produce a better fi-

nal result but also benefit following inferences. As a result,

the feature reasoning module can be designed to be very

complicated to maximize its inference capability. However,

here we simply stack a few encoding and decoding layers

and bridge them using skip connections so that we can intu-

itively show the efficiency of the feature reasoning module.

After the feature values are inferred, the feature maps

will be sent to the next recurrence. Since the RFR mod-

ule does not constrain the representation of the intermediate

results, the updated mask and the partially inferred feature

maps are directly sent to the next recurrence without further

processing.

3.1.3 Feature Merging

When the feature maps are completely filled (or after a spe-

cific number of recurrences), the feature maps have passed

through the feature reasoning module several times. If we

directly use the last feature map to generate the output, gra-

dient vanishing can occur, and signals generated in earlier

iteration are damaged. To solve this problem, we must

merge the intermediate feature maps. However, using con-

volutional operations to do so limits the number of recur-

rences, because the number of channels in the concatenation

is fixed. Directly summing all feature maps removes image

details, because the hole regions in different feature maps

are inconsistent and prominent signals are smoothed. As a

result, we use an adaptive merging scheme to address the

issue. The values in the output feature map are only calcu-

lated from the feature maps whose corresponding locations

have been filled. Formally, let’s define F i as the ith feature

map generated by the feature reasoning module and fx,y,z
as the value at location x,y,z in feature map F . M i is the

binary mask for feature map F i. The value at the output

feature map F̄ can be defined as:

f̄x,y,z =

∑N

i=1
f i
x,y,z∑N

i=1
mi

x,y,z

(3)

where N is the number of feature maps. In this way, feature

maps of arbitrary number can be merged, which gives the

RFR the potential to fill larger holes.

3.2. Knowledge Consistent Attention

In image inpainting, the attention module is used to syn-

thesize features of better quality [29]. The attention mod-

ules search for possible texture in the background and use

them to replace the textures in the holes. However, directly

inserting the existing attention modules into the RFR is sub-

optimal, because the patch swapping processes in different

recurrences are performed independently. The discrepancy

between the components of the synthesized feature maps

can damage the feature map when they are merged (see sec-

tion 3.1.3). To address the issue, we devise a novel atten-

tion module, Knowledge Consistent Attention (KCA). Un-

like previous attention mechanism whose attention scores

are calculated independently, the scores in our KCA are

composed of scores proportionally accumulated from pre-

vious recurrences. As a result, the inconsistencies between
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Figure 3. The illustration of the Knowledge Consistent Attention. The attention scores of the KCA are adaptively computed from the

previous and current ones to ensure consistent feature ingredient.

the attention feature maps can be controlled. The illustra-

tion of the attention mechanism is given in Fig. 3, and the

details are provided below.

In our design, the final components for each pixel are

decided as follows. Let’s denote the input feature map in the

ith recurrence F i. First, we measure the cosine similarity

between each pair of feature pixels:

ŝim
i

x,y,x′,y′ = 〈
fx,y

||fx,y||
,

fx′,y′

||fx′,y′ ||
〉 (4)

where simi
x,y,x′,y′ indicates the similarity between the hole

feature at location (x, y) and that at location (x′, y′). After

that, we smooth the attention scores by averaging the simi-

larity of a target pixel in an adjacent area.

sim′i
x,y,x′,y′ =

∑
p,q∈{−k,...,k} ŝimx+p,y+q,x′,y′

k × k
(5)

Then, we generate the proportion of the component for the

pixel at location (x, y) using the softmax function. The gen-

erated score map is denoted score′.

To calculate the final attention score of a pixel, we first

make a decision about whether the score of the pixel in pre-

vious recurrence will be referred to. Given a pixel consid-

ered to be valid, its attention score in current recurrence is

then calculated as the weighted sum of the original and final

scores from current and previous recurrences, respectively.

Formally, if the pixel at location (x, y) is a valid pixel in the

last recurrence (i.e., the mask value mi−1
x,y is 1), we adap-

tively combine the final score of the pixel from last recur-

rence with the score calculated in this recurrence as follows

where λ is a learnable parameter:

scoreix,y,x′,y′ = λscore′
i

x,y,x′,y′ + (1− λ)scorei−1

x,y,x′,y′

(6)

Otherwise, if the pixel is not valid in the last recurrence,

no extra operation will be performed, and the final attention

score of the pixel in current recurrence will be calculated as

follow:

scoreix,y,x′,y′ = score′
i

x,y,x′,y′ (7)

In the end, the attention score is used to rebuild the feature

map. Specifically, the new feature map at location (x, y) is

calculated as follows:

f̂ i
x,y =

∑

x′∈1,...Wy′∈1,...H

scoreix,y,x′,y′f i
x′,y′ (8)

After the feature map is reconstructed, the input feature F

and the reconstructed feature map F̂ are concatenated and

sent to a convolution layer:

F ′i = φ(|F̂ , F |) (9)

where F ′ is the reconstructed feature map and φ is the pixel-

wise convolution.

3.3. Model Architecture & Loss Functions

In our implementation, we put 2 and 4 convolution layers

before and after the RFR module, respectively. We man-

Algorithm 1 The RFR Inpainting Network

Input:

Imgin: Input image

Maskin: Input mask

Output:

Imgrec: Reconstructed image

Begin Algorithm

1: F 0,M0 ← Encoding(Imgin,Maskin)
2: FeatureGroup ← {F 0}
3: i ← 0
4: while i smaller than IterNum do

5: F i+1,M i+1←AreaIden(F i,M i)
6: F i+1←FeatReason(F i+1)
7: FeatureGroup ← FeatureGroup + {F i+1}
8: i←i+ 1
9: end while

10: Fmerged←FeatMerge(FeatureGroup)
11: Imgrec←Decoding(Fmerged)
12: return Imgrec
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ually choose the recurrence number IterNum to be 6 to

simplify training. The KCA module is placed after the third

last layer in the RFR module’s feature reasoning module.

The pipeline of the network is described in Alg. 1.

For image generation learning, the perceptual loss and

style loss from a pre-trained and fixed VGG-16 are used.

The perceptual loss and style loss compare the difference

between the deep feature map of the generated image and

the ground truth. Such a loss function can effectively teach

the model the image’s structural and textural information.

These loss functions are formalized as follows. φpooli de-

notes feature maps from the ith pooling layer in the fixed

VGG-16. In the following equations, Hi, Wi and Ci are

used to express the height, weight and channel size of the

ith feature map, respectively. The perceptual loss can then

be written as follows:

Lperceptual =
N∑

i=1

1

HiWiCi

|φgt
pooli

− φ
pred
pooli

|1 (10)

Similarly, the computation of the style loss is as follows:

φ
style
pooli

= φpooliφ
T
pooli

(11)

Lstyle =

N∑

i=1

1

Ci × Ci

∣∣ 1

HiWiCi

(φ
stylegt
pooli

− φ
stylepred
pooli

)
∣∣
1

(12)

Further, Lvalid and Lhole which calculate L1 differences in

the unmasked area and masked area respectively are also

used in our model. In summary, our total loss function is:

Ltotal = λholeLhole + λvalidLvalid + λstyleLstyle

+ λperceptualLperceptual

(13)

The loss function combination in our model is similar to

[13] and has been shown to be effective in previous works

[11]. This kind of loss function combination also enables

efficient training due to the smaller number of parameters

to update.

4. Experiments

In this section, we provide the detailed experimental set-

tings to assist with reproducibility.

4.1. Training Setting

We train our model with batch size 6 using the Adam

optimizer. Since we only have a generator network to up-

date, no optimizer is required for the discriminator. At the

start, we use a learning rate of 1e−4 to train the model

and then use 1e−5 for fine-tuning the model. During fine-

tuning, we freeze all the batch normalization layers. For the

hyper-parameters, we use 6 for λhole, 1 for λvalid, 0.1 for

λperceptual, and 180 for λstyle. All experiments are con-

ducted using Python on an Ubuntu 17.10 system, with an

i7-6800K 3.40GHz CPU and an 11G NVIDIA RTX2080Ti

GPU.

4.2. Datasets

We use three public image datasets commonly used for

image inpainting tasks and a mask dataset [13] to validate

our model.

Places2 Challenge Dataset [33]: A dataset released by

MIT containing over 8,000,000 images from over 365

scenes, which is very suitable for building inpainting mod-

els as it enables the model to learn the distribution from

many natural scenes.

CelebA Dataset [15]: A dataset focusing on human face

images and containing over 180,000 training images. The

model trained on this dataset can easily be transferred to

face editing/completion tasks.

Paris StreetView Dataset [6]: A dataset containing 14,900

training images and 100 test images collected from street

views of Paris. This dataset mainly focuses on the buildings

in the city.

4.3. Comparison Models

We compare our approach with several state-of-the-art

methods. These models are trained until convergence with

the same experiment settings as ours. These models are:

PIC [32], PConv [13], GatedConv [30], EdgeConnect [17],

and PRVS [11].

5. Results

We conduct experiments on the three datasets and mea-

sure qualitative and quantitative results to compare our

model with previous methods. We then compare the bare

RFR-Net (without the attention module) with the existing

backbone networks with respect to model size and quanti-

tative performance to demonstrate the efficiency of our pro-

posed method. Further, we conduct ablation studies to ex-

amine the design detail of our model.

5.1. Comparisons with State-of-the-art Methods

In this part, we compared our RFR-Net with several

state-of-the-art methods mentioned in the last section. We

conducted qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis re-

spectively to demonstrate the superiority of our method.

Qualitative Comparisons Figs. 4, 5, and 6 compare our

method with five state-of-the-art approaches on the Places2,

CelebA, and Paris StreetView datasets, respectively. Our

inpainting results have significantly fewer noticeable incon-

sistencies than the state-of-the-art methods in most cases,

especially for large holes. Compared to the other methods,

our proposed algorithm generates more semantically plau-

sible and elegant results.
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#��$��	%���� PIC PConv EdgeConnect PRVS RFR-Net

Figure 4. Results on Places2

RFR-NetPRVSGatedConv

PConvEdgeConnectMasked Image

Figure 5. Results on CelebA

Quantitative Comparisons We also compare our model

quantitatively in terms of structural similarity index (SSIM),

peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean l1 loss. Table 1

lists the results with different ratios of irregular masks for

the three datasets. As shown in Table 1, our method pro-

duces excellent results and the highest SSIM, PSNR and

mean l1 loss on the Places2, CelebA, and Paris StreetView

datasets. The missing results in the table are due to the lim-

itation in computational resources.

5.2. Model Efficiency

As shown in Table 2, our bare RFR-Net (without the at-

tention module) has fewer parameters than the widely used

Coarse-To-Fine [14] and PConv-UNet [13, 21] backbones.

RFR-NetPRVSGatedConv

PConvEdgeConnectMasked Image

Figure 6. Results on Paris StreetView

We compare the quantitative performance of these three

networks (Table 2) with mask ratio of 40%-50% on Paris

StreetView. For Coarse-To-Fine, we use the data reported

in the CSA paper [14] because the official code is unavail-

able. Our bare RFR-Net produces good results, with the

best SSIM and PSNR of the tested methods. The inference

time of our model for each image is usually between 85

and 95 ms, which is also faster than several state-of-the-art

methods (e.g. [30, 14, 11]). Taken together, we can con-

clude that our method can achieve better results than meth-

ods with similarly sized models, highlighting the efficiency

of our proposed method.
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Dataset Places2 CelebA Paris Street View

Mask Ratio 10%-20% 30%-40% 50%-60% 10%-20% 30%-40% 50%-60% 10%-20% 30%-40% 50%-60%

SSIM�

PIC 0.932 0.786 0.494 0.965 0.881 0.672 0.930 0.785 0.519

PConv 0.934 0.803 0.555 0.977 0.922 0.791 0.947 0.835 0.619

GatedConv —– —– —– 0.973 0.914 0.767 0.953 0.849 0.621

EdgeConnect 0.933 0.802 0.553 0.975 0.915 0.759 0.950 0.849 0.646

PRVS 0.936 0.810 0.574 0.978 0.926 0.799 0.953 0.854 0.659

RFR-Net(Ours) 0.939 0.819 0.596 0.981 0.934 0.819 0.954 0.862 0.681

PSNR�

PIC 27.14 21.72 17.17 30.67 24.74 19.29 29.35 23.97 19.52

PConv 27.29 22.12 18.29 32.77 26.94 22.14 30.76 25.46 21.39

GatedConv —– —– —– 32.56 26.72 21.47 31.32 25.54 20.61

EdgeConnect 27.17 22.18 18.35 32.48 26.62 21.49 31.19 26.04 21.89

PRVS 27.41 22.36 18.67 33.05 27.24 22.37 31.49 26.17 22.07

RFR-Net(Ours) 27.75 22.63 18.92 33.56 27.76 22.88 31.71 26.44 22.40

Mean l
†
1

PIC 0.0161 0.0441 0.0944 0.0111 0.0314 0.0749 0.0140 0.0379 0.0799

PConv 0.0154 0.0409 0.0824 0.0083 0.0236 0.0524 0.0123 0.0313 0.0623

GatedConv —— —— —— 0.0088 0.0245 0.0561 0.0120 0.0309 0.0660

EdgeConnect 0.0157 0.0408 0.0821 0.0088 0.0247 0.0572 0.0110 0.0286 0.0582

PRVS 0.0148 0.0390 0.0778 0.0079 0.0224 0.0500 0.0111 0.0281 0.0562

RFR-Net(Ours) 0.0142 0.0381 0.0761 0.0075 0.0212 0.0470 0.0110 0.0275 0.0546

Table 1. Numerical comparison on three datasets. �Higher is better. †Lower is better.

Backbone Coarse-To-Fine PConv bare RFR-Net

Model Size 100M+ 33M 31M

SSIM 0.768 0.759 0.796

PSNR 23.10 23.69 24.60

Table 2. Model Size of different backbones and their quantitative

performances on Paris StreetView dataset of 40%-50% mask.

Masked Image Existing Attention

0.792/24.48/0.0388

KCA

0.799/24.69/0.0375

Figure 7. Comparison results for different attention manners.

From the left to the right are: (a) Input, (b) Existing Attention,

(c) Knowledge Consistent Attention.

5.3. Ablation Studies

In this section, we would like to verify the effect of our

contributions separately. Here we mainly illustrate the ef-

fectiveness of KCA module and the influences of the recur-

rence number IterNum. Due to the space limitation, more

ablation studies are placed in the supplementary materials,

including 1) moving the RFR module 2) the effect of feature

merge and 3) applying the RFR module in other models.

Effect of Knowledge Consistent Attention As mentioned

in Section 3.2, directly using the attention module from [29]

in RFR module results in images with some boundary arti-

facts, as shown in Fig. 7. This is because the inconsistency

of the feature map might lead to shadow-like artifacts after

the feature merging process. The SSIM, PSNR, and Mean

l1 below these images demonstrate the quantitative compar-

isons between attention modules. These numbers are cal-

IterNum 6 7 8

SSIM/PSNR 0.857/26.26 0.852/26.07 0.854/26.15

Table 3. The influences of different IterNums, the number indi-

cates the chosen number of recurrences.

culated from all images on Paris StreetView given the mask

ratio of 40%-50%.

The effect of recurrence number IterNum The results on

Paris dataset corresponding to different IterNums after the

same training iterations are given in Table. 3. This ablation

study reveals that our method is robust to the change of this

hyper-parameter. The results also show that the improved

performance compared to previous method is not from the

deeper layers but from a more efficient architecture, since

more IterNums do not improve the performance and our

model has a smaller size than SOTAs.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the Recurrent Feature Reason-

ing network (RFR-Net) which progressively enriches infor-

mation for the masked region and gives semantically ex-

plicit inpainted results. Further, a Knowledge Consistent

Attention module is developed to assist the inference pro-

cess of the RFR module. Extensive quantitative and quali-

tative comparisons, efficiency analysis, and ablation studies

are conducted, which demonstrates the superiority of the

proposed RFR-Net in both performance and efficiency.
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